KRANNERT ART MUSEUM

SELF-GUIDE
This museum Self-Guide is designed for

Close Looking!

Spend time with the art in the galleries and use this booklet as a guide to discover something new!

Visit us from home!

Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 500 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign 61820
BREAKFAST SCAVENGER HUNT

You don’t need to be a morning-person for this scavenger hunt! Find these artworks in the museum using these five popular pieces of breakfast food and drink.

SUN

What is your relationship with mornings?
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COFFEE // TEA

Which one would you rather have an unlimited supply of?
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Breakfast is a ritual around the world. What are some of your favorite rituals?

What is your ideal breakfast?

ELuRT

What is a ritual you rely on when things feels uncertain?

FRUIt

EGGS

MILK
This exhibition will feature Black faculty in the School of Art & Design through the lens of the Black Quantum Future as proposed by Philadelphia-based activists and theorists Rasheeda Phillips and Camae Ayewa.
What connections do you see between their work? Write or draw in the outlined shapes!
Fake News & Lying Pictures

Seventeenth-century Dutch printmakers used trolling strategies long before the invention of the internet!

Is this a meme from the 17th century?

They hid damaging information, told outright lies, and made fun of important people using their freedom of artistic expression.

At that time, the Dutch government had little power to censor the media or stop these images from reaching larger audiences. Printmakers used the lack of censorship to their advantage.

Cropped image: Johannes Wierix (attributed to), Willem van Haecht (I), De slapende leeuw (The Sleeping Lion), 1567. Engraving on paper.
1. Use familiar images from pop culture to make funny connections and comment on current times (memes, political cartoons, etc).

2. Use animals to show human characteristics (like a cunning wolf as a politician!)

3. Uplift your heroes! Create a portrait of someone that deserves the attention, and/or write a poem about them.

Who do you think these animals represent? Fill in the blanks!